
 
II./2.7. Coordination of movement
Anatomy

Coordination

The cerebellum is connected with both motor and sensory systems,
and exerts an indirect effect on posture, coordination and movement
by controlling the outflow of the motor system.

As its most important function, the cerebellum prevents and adjusts
errors occurring during the execution of movement by continuously
comparing it with the plan of movement.

The cerebellum is made up of the vermis in the midline and the
cerebellar hemispheres. The nodulus and the inferior cerebellar
peduncle are found on the lower surface of the cerebellum below the
posterolateral fissure, and on either side of these are the two flocculi;
together they are called flocculonodular lobe (archicerebellum) or the
vestibulocerebellum. The lingula, the lobulus centralis and the culmen
form the paleocerebellum, also called spinocerebellum because of its
connections. The cerebellar hemispheres make up the cerebro-
cerebellum. Deep within the cerebellum several pairs of nuclei with
specific function are found: nucleus globosus and emboliformis
(together they are called nucleus interpositus), the nucleus fastigii,
and the largest the dentate nucleus.

Functional units of the cerebellum

II./2.7.1. Spinocerebellum

The spinocerebellum is made up of the vermis located in the midline,
and the intermediate zones on either side of the vermis. The
spinocerebellum controls limb movement and muscle tone via the
medial and lateral descending systems originating in the brainstem.
The majority of afferent impulses reach the cerebellum via the central
and dorsal spinocerebellar tract, and some from the acoustic, visual
and vestibular systems. The afferent fibers form synapses with the
Purkinje cells in the vermis, the axons of which end in the nucleus
fastigii and those coming from the intermediate zone in the nucleus
interpositus. From these structures, axons travel through the brachium
conjunctivum and reach the red nucleus of the contralateral side. The
lateral descending system, the rubrospinal tract, takes its origin from
the large cells of the red nucleus and ends in the anterior horn of the
spinal cord. Ascending fibers from the intermediate zone form the
rubrothalamic system and end in the primary motor cortex.

Symptoms and examination of the spinocerebellum:

Trunk and gait ataxia

a.) Trunk and gait ataxia: Trunk ataxia is caused by damage
to the anterior lobe of the cerebellum and the rostral part of
the vermis. Ataxia is seen during walking with eyes closed or
open, patients sway forward and backward, they stagger and
stumble. The gait has a wide base, and patients are unable to
walk along a straight line drawn on the ground (ʽtandem
gait’). Patients may also be unable to sit straight without
swaying. Upper limbs are usually not affected. Muscle tone
and tendon reflexes are unaltered. There is no dysarthria

The rostral vermis is usually damaged in thiamine deficiency states in



chronic alcoholism. The caudal vermis is most often damaged by
malignant tumors, which causes backward leaning and gait ataxia.

Romberg’s test

b.) Babinski’s cerebellar dyssynergia: the standing patient is
asked to lean backward as much as possible. There is
normally a compensating bending of the knees; if this is
absent in abnormal states, the patient falls backward.

c.) Balance and coordination is examined in Romberg’s
test: the patient is asked to stand with closed feet and eyes
first open then closed. In case of damage to the cerebro- or
vestibulocerebellum, the patient leans or deviates to the
affected side. In doubtful cases, the patient is asked to stand
with the one foot in front of the other. The patient is unable to
stand when the foot of the side of the cerebellar lesion is in
front.

Gait is examined by asking the patient to walk to and fro first with the
eyes open then closed. We observe any deviation, stumbling, change
of rhythm. In case of damage to the vermis, the gait is uncoordinated,
the patient stumbles or makes small steps, but there is no deviation.

II./2.7.2. Cerebrocerebellum

The cerebrocerebellum is responsible for the precise execution of
goal-directed and quick limb movements, and the execution of skilled
tasks. It however doesn’t influence coordination of the trunk and
global muscle tone.

Symptoms and examination of the cerebrocerebellum:

a.) Goal-directed movements (limb ataxia): Finger-to-nose
test (“put your index finger on the tip of your nose first with
the eyes open then closed”) and knee-to-heel test (the supine
patient is asked to raise one leg straight then to put the heel of
the raised leg to the other knee and to slide downward on the
shin). In case of a unilateral cerebellar damage, the patient is
hesitant and performs oscillating movements with the arm
when approaching the nose, and in the heel-to-knee test the
foot also oscillates when approaching the knee and is unable
to keep the heel on the shin when sliding downward. In the
finger-to-finger test, the patient is asked to abduct both arms
to the horizontal plane and to bring the index fingers of both
arms towards each other until they touch in the midline. In a
unilateral cerebellar lesion, the ipsilateral arm fails to reach
the goal or the midline, and the arm on the intact side goes
beyond the midline to reach the finger ʽlagging behind’.
b.) Dysmetria: the inability to estimate distance, which leads to
the premature halt or exaggeration of a goal-directed movement.
Dysmetria is examined by asking the patient to raise both arms
forward to the horizontal plane, then the patient is asked to lower
and to bring back both arms to the previous level, marked by the
index fingers of the examiner, with the eyes closed. The arm on
the side of the lesion usually misses the level and goes above.

c.) Bárány’s test: the patient in the sitting position is asked to
raise both arms forward to the horizontal plane, with the
examiner’s index fingers marking the level; the patient is then
asked to close the eyes and to lower both arms down to the



knees, and to raise them again to the previous level. In case
of damage to the archicerebellum (vestibulocerebellum),
past-pointing is seen with both arms towards the side of the
lesion.

Diadochokinesis

Rebound effect

Charcot’s triad

d.) Diadochokinesis: the patient is asked to perform fast
alternating pronating-supinating movements with both hands.
Any asymmetry or clumsiness is noted (dysdiadochokinesis).

e.) Cerebellar (intentional) tremor: Intentional tremor is an
action tremor of 3-4 Hz, which appears and increases when
approaching the goal in goal-directed movements (e.g. finger-
to-nose test). It is most often seen in the upper limbs, but may
appear in the head and trunk as well.

f.) Rebound effect: the inability to quickly stop innervation.
The patient is asked to flex the elbow against resistance
(instruction: flex the arm and don’t let me extend it). When
the resistance is quickly removed, the hand on the side of the
lesion hits the shoulder. Normally, this is prevented by the
quick cessation of the forceful flexion of the elbow.

g.) Hypotonia: decreased muscle tone and deep tendon
reflexes are seen on the side of the cerebellar hemispherical
lesion.

h.) Inability to estimate weight: the patient feels that a
certain weight held in the hand is lighter on the side of the
lesion.

i.) Speech disorder: cerebellar speech is slurred, slowly
articulated, with abnormal intonation (scanning speech). (go
to the video). Cerebellar white matter lesion in multiple
sclerosis causes the classical Charcot’s triad: (1) nystagmus);
(2) intentional tremor and (3) scanning speech.

j.) Compass gait: the patient is asked to walk a few steps to
and fro along an imaginary line with the eyes closed. In case
of a cerebellar hemispherical lesion, the patient deviates to
the side of the lesion each time he/she turns, eventually
marking a star-like shape on the ground.

Symptoms of damage to the dentate nucleus:

(1) disintegration of complex movements;

(2) delay in the initiation and cessation of movement;

(3) inaccurate movements, spatial incoordination of hands and
fingers;

(4) overshoot in goal-directed movements;

(5) intentional tremor of about 3-4 Hz.

II./2.7.3. Vestibulocerebellum

The vestibulocerebellum is made up of the flocculonodular lobe. Two
descending tracts take their origin from the vestibular nuclei, the
medial vestibulospinal tract (from Schwalbe’s nucleus) and the
lateral vestibulospinal tract (from Deiters’ nucleus). They end on the



medial cells of the anterior horns of the spinal cord. The
vestibulocerebellum controls eye movements, and balance during
standing and walking. It is responsible for the spatial coordination of
movements.

Symptoms and examination of the vestibulocerebellum:

Elements of the flocculonodular syndrome are the following:

1.) loss of balance when standing and walking;

2.) wide-based, ataxic gait;

3.) dyssynergia (the loss of synkinesia and correction when
walking);

4.) in case of a rare isolated vestibulocerebellar lesion,
nystagmus beating to the side of lesion may appear, without
any other cerebellar symptoms. Trunk ataxia occurs only
when the intermediate zone is damaged as well.

Symptoms of diffuse cerebellar lesion: A simultaneous damage to the
cerebellar cortex, fibers and nuclei affects movement coordination,
muscle tone and speech. Possible causes include alcoholism,
postinfectious, paraneoplastic and degenerative disorders. Nystagmus
is usually not seen in diffuse cerebellar damage.

How is cerebellar and
sensory ataxia
differentiated from each
other?

Cerebellar and sensory (spinal) ataxia differ from each other in that
sensory ataxia is increased in dark or low-lit conditions, or when
walking with the eyes closed. In sensory ataxia, ataxia is caused by
the lack of sensory feed-back needed for movement coordination due
to the loss of proprioceptive sensory information (joint position,
vibration, graphesthesia). Possible causes include subacute combined
degeneration of the nervous system (vitamin B12 deficiency) and
polyneuropathy.

Description of normal findings:

No dysdiadochokinesis, normal goal-directed movements and
coordination of movement, Romberg’s test is negative, no ataxia, no
deviation when walking and normal Babinski’s synergia.


